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Charles Dickens illustrated WHC Groome. - eBay Barnaby Rudge Part Two, Hard Times Volume 10 (The Works of Charles Dickens in 2 volumes by charles dickens Results 1 -20 of 22. Barnaby Rudge: in two volumes including Hard Times with 1869. Hardcover. As. Vol. 1: 475 pp. Vol. 2: 471 pp. 8vo. Green cover boards feature to edges of pages, otherwise interior is clean. Vol. 2 includes Hard Times. ?Barnaby Rudge & Hard Times by Charles Dickens Leather Antique. Results 1 - 48 of 858. Vol 2 Great Expectations, Little Dorrit, Martin Chuzzlewit - Title page has a small tear 1/2 way up page on outside edge, and last .. All are hard cover and are in very good condition especially for the age of these books. Dickens Works Barnaby Rudge and Hard Times by Dickens Charles. Hard Times Barnaby Rudge - Volume II has 1 rating and 1 review. GoldGato said: This is another wonderful volume of the Charles Dickens collection from 1